This paper takes the impact and collision behavior between coal gangue granule and the hydraulic support during the top coal caving mining as the research subject. The impact-contact dynamic model when the rock sphere impact on the any axial direction position of the bilateral fixed supporting, bilateral elastic supporting, and unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supporting metal plate is established respectively, which is conducted with the full consideration of the Flores contact theory (contain the elastic force and damping force), the bending deformation and energy absorption theory of the simply supported beam and the cantilever beam, and the constant stiffness spring compression deformation and energy absorption theory. And the maximum contact responses such as the max contact force, the max sphere rock compression, the max deflection of the metal plate and the max system energy conversion ratio are solved on the basis of the energy conservation law and the recursive solution method. After that, the rock yield velocity when the rock sphere impact on the different supported metal plates is obtained. Finally, we analyze the effects of the elastic supporting, the impact position and the spring stiffness on the yield velocity. The influence of the elastic support, the impact position, the spring stiffness and the metal plate length on the system contact response, as well as the influence of the elastic support on the coal gangue impact response differences are analyzed within the elastic impact velocity range. The research conclusions will provide theoretical references for the contact response problems when the sphere vertical impact on any position of the flexible plate and impact the elastic supporting structures, and provides research foundation for the study of impact behavior in the top coal caving mining between the coal gangue granule and the hydraulic support.
I. INTRODUCTION
The mining of top-coal caving [1] - [4] refers to that a mining face with a height of 2∼3m along the bottom plate of a coal seam or the bottom of a certain thickness within the seam will be arranged when mining the thick coal seams. And then the fully-mechanized mining will be utilized in the process of recovery. By means of the mine pressure or assisted by the method of loosening blasting, the top coal will be broken The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhixiong Peter Li .
into the loose body and it is released from the ''window'' behind or above the support, and then it is transported out of the working face by scraper conveyor.
In the releasing process of top-coal caving, the hydraulic powered support for the mining of top-coal caving [5] , [6] (as shown in Figure 1 ) plays an important role in many aspects, including in the basic control items, the function of maintaining immediate roof, self-moving and pushing conveyors, and controls of the mechanism in the process of top-coal releasing, falling-coal blasting and large-coal blasting, as well as float-coal cleaning. In this process, the top beam, tail beam VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ and caving shield (especially the tail beam) must be vertically or tendentiously impacted by the coal gangue particles, or the coal gangue particles will slip along various parts of the overlying strata metal plate. Impact-contact behavior between coal gangue particles and the metal plate can be considered as the typical mechanics behavior in the top coal caving process. As a typical contact mechanics, impact-contact behavior between spheres [7] - [16] and between sphere and plane body or space body [17] - [30] have been further studied by many scholars at home and abroad. Solely based on material properties and contact geometries, Brake [31] put forward a new computational formulation for the normal direction's elastic-perfectly plastic contact between two round surfaces. Through the experiment and the finite element simulation using LS-DYNA software, Minamoto and Kawamura [32] researches the influence of the strain rate sensitivity on the impact of two identical spheres. Jamari and Schipper [33] presents an elastic-plastic contact model for the ellipsoid bodies, the functional relation between the contact parameters and the contact interference are modeled in different contact regimes, and the model is verified by the experimental results and compared with the published theoretical models. To ensure the accuracy and efficiency of the granular-flow simulation, Vu-Quoc et al. [34] put forward an elasto-plastic frictional tangential force-displacement model for the contacted spheres. Jackson et al. [35] research the recovery coefficient of the impacting elastic-perfectly plastic spheres and establishes the formula of the initial critical speed which causes the initial plastic deformation of the sphere. Vu-Quoc et al. [36] presents an elastoplastic NFD model for the impacted spheres, and the simulation of the sphere impacting with the frictionless rigid planar surface is conducted. By the combination of the traditional contact model and the influence coefficients, Wang et al. [37] propose the point contact model between the rigid ball and the elastic coated solid. Thornton et al. [38] studied the various elastic plastic normal contact force models through the normal impact between the sphere and the target wall. Peng et al. [39] obtain the contact responses such as the contact force, the relative penetration and the velocity of the sphere-plane contact by finite element simulation method and then estimated the contact stiffness, the hysteresis damping factors, and the elastic impact index through a theoretical model. Yang et al. [40] studied the contact response when the elastic sphere impact on the elastic half space through the FEM simulation. In order to theoretically solve the unknown parameters such as the instantaneous velocity and instantaneous compression deformation of the elastic sphere during impact-contact process, Bischoff et al. proposed a simple spring-mass model to describe the relation between the contact force and the time under the condition of ignoring the system damping energy [41] . According to the forces of nonlinear spring and linear damping, Rigaud et al. [42] established a system nonlinear dynamic equation on the basis of the single degree-of-freedom oscillator. The researches above have provided theoretical references, simulation and experimental methods for the study of impact-contact behavior between spheres, between sphere and plane/flat/elastic half space. However, they have failed to involve the impact behavior between rock and metal plate, and the elastoplastic deformation of the rock mass's impact. Moreover, the self-bending deformation and energy absorption of thin plates such as the metal plate have not been taken into consideration during the impact-contact behavior. And Yang et al. [43] studied the initial yield velocity of the sphere when the rock impacts the center of the metal plate which is fixed, but did not study the response when the rock impacting the metal plate under multi-support conditions such as the flexible supported metal plate, as well as the contact model of the system when the rock impact on any axial direction position of the metal plate.
During the whole releasing process of top coal caving, vertical or oblique impacts between the coal gangue particles and the overlying strata metal plate of the top beam, caving shield and tail beam will occur. As is shown in Figure 2 , according to the structure of the hydraulic powered support for the top coal caving mining, the top beam is directly supported by props (drive device) on both ends and shield beam (The follow-up device) which is fixed by the top beam and the front and rear linkages. In addition, the tail beam is supported by the shield beam and the tail beam jack. The prop and the tail beam jack are the flexible energy-storage device. Therefore, three different collision contacts in the top coal caving process are exist, which is the contact when coal gangue impacting the fixed supported metal plate, the contact when coal gangue impacting the bilateral prop supported metal plate, and the contact when coal gangue impacting the unilateral fixed unilateral tail beam jack supported metal plate respectively. Moreover, because of the complex working environment and the large number of particles, the metal plate may be impacted by particles at any position. In order to qualitatively investigate the contact response of the particle body and the metal plate induced by the impact between particles and the hydraulic support during the top coal caving, the complex supporting structures of the top beam, the shield beam and the tail beam are simplified into the bilateral fixed supporting metal plate structure (Define as working condition 1 or Con 1), the bilateral elastic supporting metal plate structure (Define as working condition 2 or Con 2), and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supporting metal plate structure (Define as working condition 3 or Con 3) respectively, as is shown in Figure 3 . This paper takes the multiform supporting metal plate which any axial position is impacted by the single spherical coal gangue particle as the research object. On the basis of the Flores contact model and combine with the bending deformation and energy absorption theory of the simply supported beam and cantilever beam, as well as with the consideration of the energy consumption in the rock sphere compression process, the energy absorbed by the elastic supporting device and by the metal plate, the impact-contact model when the rock sphere impact on the any axial direction position of the bilateral fixed supporting metal plate, bilateral elastic supporting metal plate, and unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supporting metal plate is established respectively. According to the recursive solution method, the maximum contact responses at the critical end of the compression process such as the contact force, the spherical rock compression, the deflection of the metal plate and the system energy conversion ratio are solved. Through the Drucker-Prager criterion, the rock yield velocity model when the spherical rock impacting the any axial direction position of the bilateral fixed supporting, bilateral elastic supporting, and unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supporting metal plate is obtained. Combine with the approximate theoretical solution of these maximum contact response and the yield velocity model of the rock sphere, the effects of the elastic support, impact position, spring stiffness and the length of metal plate to the yield velocity, the system contact response and the coal gangue impact response differences are discussed and studied.
The paper is organized as follows. Introduction is presented in Section 1. Section 2 establishes the system contact model when the rock sphere impacting the any axial direction position of the bilateral fixed supporting metal plate, the bilateral elastic supporting metal plate, and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supporting metal plate. Section 3 deduces the rock yield velocity model when the spherical rock impacting the three different supporting form metal plates. Section 4 analysis the effects of the elastic support, impact position, spring stiffness and length of metal plate to the yield velocity and the system contact response, and discusses coal gangue impact response differences and the effects of the elastic support to the coal gangue impact response differences. Finally, some related work and concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
II. SYSTEM DYNAMIC MODEL WHEN THE SPHERICAL ROCK ELASTIC IMPACTING THE ANY AXIAL POSITION OF THE DIFFERENT SUPPORTING FORM METAL PLATE
According to the Hertz contact theory in statics [44] - [49] , Flores [50] , Flores et al. [51] - [53] , and Alves et al. [54] put forward a system contact model with the consideration of the damping force and the loss in energy triggered by the system damping:
where P is the Flores contact force, E 1 , µ 1 , E 2 , µ 2 represent the elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio of the elastic sphere and the impacted sphere or the plate respectively, K is the contact stiffness, E is the equivalent elastic modulus, n is the nonlinear exponent and n = 3/2, R 1 and R 2 is the contact radius of the two contact medium, (The contact radius of the plate goes to infinity, in this paper, R 2 goes to infinity, so the equivalent contact radius R = R 1 ), δ is the compression deformation, δ max is the maximum compression deformation, the damping coefficient D = K δ n · 8(1−e) 5eδ (−) ,δ (−) is the initial relative velocity (i.e. the initial velocity v 1 of the sphere in this paper),δ is the instantaneous velocity, e is the restitution coefficient.
The energy absorbed and consumed by the rock sphere W Q in the process of compression deformation under the contact force is as follows: Combining Eq.
(2) and literature [55] , the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock sphere at the critical end of compression is obtained as follows:
A. DYNAMIC MODEL WHEN THE ROCK SPHERE IMPACTING THE BILATERAL FIXED SUPPORTING METAL PLATE From Figure 4 , under the action of the concentrated force of P, the support forces at the ends of the beam are obtained as follows:
where L is the length of the metal plate, x is the distance from the left end A of the metal plate to the impact point O which the sphere rock impact on the metal plate, y is the distance from the right end B of the metal plate to the impact point O.
The deflection-curve equation of simply-supported beam is obtained as follows:
In Eq. (9), E L is the elastic modulus of the beam, I is the moment of inertia of the beam, xi is the point which it's distance from the left end of the beam (metal plate) is xi (the point is between the A and O), yi is the point which it's distance from the right end of the beam (metal plate) is yi (the point is between the B and O), and xj = L − yi, ω xi and ω yi is the deflection of the point xi and yi.
At this time, the deflection (value) at point O of the concentrated force P is as follows:
As for the condition where the four corners of the metal plate are subjected to the fixed support ( Figure 4 ), in order to simplify the calculation, only the axial bending deformation is considered and it can be equivalent to the simply-supported beam. Define I 2 = Bh 3 12 (where E 2 , I 2 , B and h is the elastic modulus, moment of inertia, the width and the thickness of the metal plate respectively), when the rock sphere impacts on any axial direction position of the metal plate, according to the Eq. (1) and Eq. (10), the deflection of the impact point is obtained as follows:
Under the contact force produced by the impact of rock sphere on metal plate, the energy absorbed by the bending deformation of metal plate W B is as follows:
In the compression stage where the rock sphere conducts elastic-direct impact on the bilateral fixed supporting (define as Working condition 1 or Con 1) metal plate, the initial impact energy is completely converted into the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock sphere and energy of the bending deflection of the metal plate. Assuming the maximum compression of the rock sphere is δ max1 when impacting the bilateral fixed supporting metal plate, and P max1 is the maximum contact force, m 1 is the mass of the rock sphere, according to the law of conservation of energy:
Substitute Eqs. (7) and (12) into Eq. (13) and get that:
According to recursive solution method, the approximate theoretical solution of Eq. (14) can be solved: Define δ max1−0 = 0, then
Define the error when the recursive solution stop is ğ 1 and the corresponding number of iterations is N, we finally obtain that:
The maximum contact force in the condition of the rock sphere impact contact with the bilateral fixed supporting metal plate can be expressed as:
In this paper, we use a spring with certain supporting stiffness to equivalent replace the prop. As shown in Figure 5 , in the stage of impact-compression, the contact force between rock sphere and metal plate increases gradually, and it reaches the maximum at the end of critical compression. During the whole process, the compression reaction force of the spring (Prop) is equal to the maximum compression force. The operating condition is: the four-corner support of constant stiffness spring is arranged to simulate the prop and k T represents the stiffness, we also just consider the axial bending deformation of the metal plate. According to Eq. (8), it can be calculated that the supporting force at the left and right ends of the metal plate is F z1 = Py L and F z2 = Px L respectively, then the force of every spring on both sides (left spring F T1 , right spring F T2 ) can be shown as follows:
,
The compression length (left spring ω T1 , right spring ω T2 ) is respectively:
The absorbed energy by the compression of the spring (F T refer to F T1 and F T2 , ω T refer to ω T1 and ω T2 ) is:
In the compression stage where the rock sphere conducts elastic-direct impact on the bilateral elastic supporting (define as Working condition 2 or Con 2) metal plate, the impact energy of the rock sphere is completely converted into the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock sphere, energy absorbed by the bending deflection of the metal plate, and energy absorbed by the compression of the bilateral spring. Assuming the maximum compression of the rock sphere is δ max2 when impacting the bilateral elastic supporting metal plate, and P max2 is the maximum contact force, according to the law of conservation of energy:
Substitute Eqs. (7), (12) and (23) into Eq. (24), we can obtain that:
Define the error when the recursive solution stop is ğ 2 , F T1max and F T2max is the maximum force of the left spring and the right spring respectively, we also can solve the Eq. (25) according to recursive solution method that (26)- (30) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
C. DYNAMIC MODEL WHEN THE ROCK SPHERE IMPACTING THE UNILATERAL ELASTIC UNILATERAL FIXED SUPPORTED METAL PLATE
The operating condition shown in Figure 6 is that one side (two corners) of the metal plate is set to fixed support while the other side (two corners) is the flexible support by the jack. These two jacks are also equivalent to the spring with the constant stiffness k T and only the axial bending deformation of the metal plate is considered. At this time, the deformation of the metal plate can be decomposed into two parts: the bending deflection of a cantilever beam and the bending deflection of a simply-supported beam, as shown in Figure 7 .
As for the model of simply supported beam: according to the force balance, the sum of F G (supporting force of the fixed supported end) and F T (supporting force of the elastic supported end) on both sides is equal to the contact force P. Assuming the distance between the impact point and the end of fixed support is x, it can be obtained:
At this time, the impact point's bending deflection of the simply-supported beam when the rock sphere impacts the metal plate is obtained as follows:
The deflection-curve equation and the maximum deflection of the cantilever beam are obtained when the concentrated force P acts on the end of the cantilever beam (ω is the deflection of the point in the metal plate, ω max is the maximum deflection of the metal plate):
The force F T is applied vertically to the spring supporting end. As for the model of a cantilever beam supported by the spring on one side, the maximum deflection occurs at the end point. Assuming the deflection value is ω 2 , and combining with Eq. (33), it can be seen that:
For the spring, the total spring force
According to Eq. (34) and (35) ,
Combine with Eq. (31) and (35),
Assuming ω 2 represents the equivalent force F DX , the maximum deflection produced at the end of the cantilever beam shows:
The impact point's bending deflection of the cantilever beam when the rock sphere impacts the metal plate can be seen as follows:
The impact point's total bending deflection when the rock sphere impacts the metal plate can be seen as follows:
In the process, the energy is transformed into three parts: the energy W J of the elastic deformation of a simply supported beam, the energy W T of the elastic deformation of spring compression, and the energy W X of the elastic deformation of a cantilever beam. And the calculated equations are shown as the follow:
In the compression stage where the rock sphere conducts elastic-direct impact on the unilateral fixed and unilateral elastic supported (define as Working condition 3 or Con 3) metal plate, the impact energy of the rock sphere is completely converted into four parts: the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock sphere, energy absorbed by the bending deformation of the simply-supported beam W J , energy absorbed by the elastic deformation of the spring W T and energy absorbed by the bending deformation of the cantilever beam W X . Assuming the maximum compression of the rock sphere is δ max3 when impacting the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supported metal plate, and P max3 is the maximum contact force, according to the law of conservation of energy:
Substitute Eqs. (7), (42), (43) and (44) into Eq. (45), we obtain that:
Define the error when the recursive solution stop is ğ 3 , Eq. (46) can be solved according to recursive solution method that (47)- (50) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
III. YIELD VELOCITY MODEL WHEN THE ROCK IMPACTING THE DIFFERENT SUPPORTING FORM METAL PLATE
According to the Drucker-Prager criterion [56] - [61] and references [43] , [62] , [63] , the critical yield deformation of the rock is:
On the Basis of the Drucker-Prager yield criterion, and combine with Eqs. (14), (25) and (46), the critical yield velocities of rock sphere under the bilateral fixed supporting v y1 , the bilateral elastic supporting v y2 , and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed supporting v y3 are obtained as in (52)-(54), as shown at the top of the next page.
IV. RESULTS DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
During the mining of top-coal caving, coal gangue falls and accumulates on the overlying strata metal plate which is in the tail beam of the hydraulic support. During the process, the impact-contact between the coal or gangue particles and the metal plate occurs, which will cause the vibration response of the tail beam. Based on the theoretical model when the rock sphere elastic impact on the various supported metal plate established in this paper, a kind of coal gangue and metal plate is respectively selected and regarded as the research object, which the material properties and the size of the sphere particles and the plate are shown in Table 1 , and the influence about the elastic support, the spring stiffness and the length of the metal plate on the system dynamic response and the response differences when the coal gangue impacting the metal plate were analyzed respectively. According to Table 1 and Eqs. (3) and (4), the contact stiffness when the coal gangue respectively impact on the metal plate can be calculated, K Coal = 5.11545×10 8 N/m 1.5 , K Gangue1 = 3.10405 × 10 9 N/m 1.5 , K Gangue2 = 3.40396 × 10 9 N/m 1.5 . Take the restitution coefficient e = 0.65.
A. EFFECTS OF THE ELASTIC SUPPORT AND THE IMPACT POSITION TO THE YIELD VELOCITY AND THE CONTACT RESPONSES 1) EFFECTS OF THE ELASTIC SUPPORTING AND THE IMPACT POSITION TO THE YIELD VELOCITY
Define the spring stiffness k TD = K Coal = 5.11545 × 10 8 N/m 1.5 . According to the material parameters in Table 1 , when the Coal-Rock sphere and the Gangue-Rock sphere 1impact on the any axial position of the metal plate, the rock yield velocity under the bilateral fixed support (No elastic support), the bilateral fixed support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support are shown in Figures 8-9 . the approximate parabola form which increases first and then decreases. The rock minimum yield velocity appears at the left end of the plate (or appears at the both ends together), while the position where the maximum yield velocity appears close to the axial midpoint of the metal plate. The yield velocity when the Coal-Rock sphere impact on the metal plate is larger than 0.0087m/s, but the yield velocity of the Gangue-Rock sphere 1 is in the range of 0.00268m/s to 0.0039m/s. When the same spherical rock impact on the same position of the three different support form metal plate, the rock yield velocity is very similar. But there are still differences in the rock yield velocity when the same spherical rock impact on the same position of the different support form metal plate due to the exist of the elastic support.
To make a clear comparison, taking the yield velocity when the coal impact on the metal plate as the example. Seven different axial positions of the metal plate were respectively selected and defined as Area 1 to Area 7, which the impact points were selected according to the advance from the left end of the metal plate to the right end. Regional impact velocity under three different supporting forms is shown in Figure 8 . The initial yield velocity of the chosen impact point in the seven regional coordinate intervals shown in Figure 8 when the coal gangue particle impacting the metal plate is shown in Table 2 (The length of the metal plate is 0.4584m. It divides into 100 portions, each of which is 0.004584m).
From Figures 8-9 and Table 2 , according to Area 1, when the particle impact close to the left end of the metal plate, the rock yield velocity curves of the bilateral fixed support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support almost exactly, the reason is that the left end of the metal plate in the above two conditions are both fixed support. According to Area 7, when the particle impact close to the right end of the metal plate, the rock yield velocity curves of the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support also almost exactly, the reason is that the right end of the metal plate in the above two conditions are both elastic support. Observe the Areas 1-7, the rock yield velocity is the minimum when impacting the bilateral fixed supporting metal plate, while the rock yield velocity is the maximum when impacting the bilateral elastic supporting metal plate. The rock yield velocity is between the above mentioned two conditions when impacting the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate. It can be seen that the elastic support at the end of the metal plate when the spherical rock impact the metal plate will increase the rock initial yield velocity. In addition, when advancing from Area 1 to Area 7, the critical yield velocity of the rock under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support condition is gradually close to that under the bilateral elastic supporting condition, while gradually far away from that under the bilateral fixed support condition.
2) EFFECTS OF THE ELASTIC SUPPORTING AND THE IMPACT POSITION TO THE SYSTEM CONTACT RESPONSE
According to the material parameters in Table 1 , take the impact velocity when the Coal-Rock sphere impact on the metal plate is 0.008m/s. The system maximum contact force, the rock maximum compression deformation, the maximum deflection of the metal plate impact point, the spring response force and the system energy conversion ratio when the coal gangue impact on the any axial position of the bilateral fixed support, the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate are obtained, as is shown in Figure 10 (1)-(8), respectively.
From the figures, with the impact point advance from the left end of the metal plate to the right end, the contact force, the rock compression deformation, the ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock sphere, and the ratio of the total energy absorbed by the rock sphere all appear the trend which decreases first and then increases. The minimum value of the above responses is close to the axial midpoint of the metal plate. The impact point deflection of the metal plate and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the bending deformation of the metal plate both appear the trend which increases first and then decreases. The minimum value of these two responses is also close to the axial midpoint of the metal plate. The left end spring force when impact the bilateral elastic support metal plate presents the decreases trend, while its right end spring force and the spring force when impact the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate both present the increase trend. The ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring under the bilateral elastic support decreases first and then increases, while the energy absorbed by the spring under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support presents the increases trend.
We can also learn from the figures that when the same coalrock like sphere impact on the same point of the bilateral elastic support metal plate and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate, the left end spring force when impact the bilateral elastic support metal plate has the obvious differences with its right end spring force and with the spring force when impact the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate. And the ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring under the bilateral elastic support is larger than that of the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support. When the same spherical rock impact the three different support form metal plate, the values of the maximum contact force, the maximum rock compression deformation, the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate, the rock total energy ratio, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock, and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate are similar without the significant differences. The minimum value of the maximum contact force, the maximum rock compression deformation, the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate, the rock total energy ratio, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock, and the maximum value of the energy ratio absorbed by the metal plate all are close to the axial midpoint of the metal plate.
Extract the system maximum contact responses such as the contact force, the rock compression deformation, the impact point deflection of the metal plate, the ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate when the impact position is x = 0 (Point 1), x = L/2 = 0.2292 (Point 2), x = L = 0.4584 (Point 3) respectively, as shown in Table 3 .
From Table 3 , due to the exist of the fixed support in metal plate left end under the bilateral fixed support and the unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support, the contact responses when impact the left end of the bilateral fixed support and unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support metal plate are the same. Due to the exist of the elastic support in metal plate right end under the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support, the contact responses when impact the right end of the bilateral elastic support and unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support metal plate are the same. When impact on the midpoint of the metal plate, the maximum contact force, the rock compression deformation, the impact point deformation of the metal plate, the ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock, and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate all appear the phenomenon which is maximum when impact the bilateral fixed support, take second place when impact the unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support, minimum when impact the bilateral fixed support. It can be seen that the presence of the spring support will reduce the six contact responses shown in Table 3 .
Extract the both ends spring forces of the bilateral elastic support and the spring force of the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support, as shown in Table 4 . When impact on the both ends and the axial midpoint of the metal plate, the spring force under bilateral elastic support is larger than that of the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support condition. Thus, the increase of the spring support end will reduce the system spring force.
B. EFFECTS OF THE SPRING STIFFNESS TO THE YIELD VELOCITY AND THE SYSTEM CONTACT RESPONSE
Since the elastic support is not involved, the spring stiffness has no effect on the spherical rock impact yield velocity and the contact responses when the rock impact on the bilateral fixed support (No elastic support) metal plate. Define the spring stiffness k TD respectively is [5 × 10 4 , 2.50025 × 10 8 , 5 × 10 8 ] N/m 1.5 respectively. According to the material parameters in Table 1 , when Coal-Rock sphere impact on the metal plate, the initial yield velocity curves when the any axial position of the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate is impact are shown in Figures. 11-12 .
From the figures, with the increase of the spring stiffness, when impact at the same position of the metal plate, the rock yield velocity under the two different support forms both decrease. Compare with the larger order of magnitude spring stiffness (×10 8 N/m 1.5 ), the shape of the yield velocity curve changes when the spring stiffness is small.
Take the velocity of the Coal-Rock sphere is 0.008m/s which is within its yield velocity range, the system maximum contact force, the rock maximum compression deformation, the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate, the spring response force and the system energy conversion ratio are obtained when Coal-Rock sphere impact on the any axial position of the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate under three different spring stiffness, as shown in Figure 13 (1)-(8) respectively.
When impact at the same velocity, with the changes of the impact position, the shape of the contact responses curves when the spring stiffness is 5 × 10 4 N/m 1.5 of the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support changes compared with which the spring stiffness is 2.50025 × 10 8 N/m 1.5 and 5 × 10 8 N/m 1.5 respectively. But for both conditions, when the rock impact on the same position of the metal plate, with the increase of the spring stiffness, the maximum contact force, the maximum compression deformation of the rock, the maximum spring force, the maximum ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock, and the maximum ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock all increase, while the maximum ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring decline. The impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate under the bilateral elastic support gradually increase with the increase of the spring stiffness. However, due to the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support are composed by the deflection of the simply supported beam and the deflection of the cantilever beam, and the energy absorbed by the metal plate are composed by the energy W J of the elastic deformation of a simply supported beam and the energy W X of the elastic deformation of a cantilever beam, the changing trend of the impact point deflection and the energy ratio absorbed by the metal plate when the spring stiffness changes is different from that of the bilateral elastic support. With the increase of the stiffness, the impact point deflection of the metal plate under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support decreases gradually. The ratio of the energy W J absorbed by the elastic deformation of the simply supported beam increases gradually, but the energy W X absorbed by the elastic deformation of the cantilever beam decreases gradually, after the superposition of the above two part of the energy, the ratio of the total energy absorbed by the metal plate under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support decreases first and then increases with the increase of the spring stiffness. It can be seen from the analysis that with the increase of spring stiffness, the energy transformed to the spherical rock from the system increases relatively, while the energy transformed to the spring decreases relatively.
C. EFFECTS OF THE METAL PLATE LENGTH TO THE SYSTEM CONTACT RESPONSE
When k T is 5×10 6 N/m 1.5 and the three different support form metal plate is impact, the minimum yield velocity of the coalrock sphere is larger than 0.0087m/s. Take the impact velocity is 0.008m/s, the system maximum contact force, the rock maximum compression deformation, the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate, the spring response force and the system energy conversion ratio when coal-rock sphere impact the any axial position of the bilateral fixed support, the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate are obtained, as shown in Figures 14-16 .
The length of the metal plate affects the magnitude of the both ends supporting force, the bending deflection under the load and the energy absorbed by the bending deflection of the metal plate. By Figure 14 (1)-(6), three kinds of working conditions, when impact the same point of the metal plate with same velocity from the left end to the right end, with the increase of the metal plate length, the system maximum contact force, the maximum compression deformation of the spherical rock, the ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock as well as the ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock gradually decrease, while the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate increase gradually. The reason is that the increase in the length of the metal plate reduces its ability to resist its own bending deformation under the action of the external forces, which makes the metal plate more prone to bending and thus makes the metal plate become ''soft and flexible'', so that reducing the ''contact force'' when impact by the same rock.
It can be seen from Figures 15-16 that when the Coal-rock sphere impacting the same point of the metal plate with the same velocity, with the increase of the metal plate length, the spring force at the left end of bilateral elastic support state increases gradually, while the spring force at its right end decreases gradually. The reason is that when the metal plate is impacted at the same point, with the increase of the metal plate length, the distance between the impact point and the right end of the metal plate increases, meanwhile x/L increases while y/L decreases. Therefore, the proportion of the system total supporting force distributed to the spring at the left end of the metal plate increases. However, with the increase of the metal plate length, the proportion of the total energy absorbed by the spring in the state of the bilateral elastic support increases first and then decreases. When the impact point is close to the left end of the metal plate, it increases gradually with the increase of the metal plate length. When the impact point continues to the right end, it decreases gradually with the increase of the metal plate length.
When the Coal-rock sphere impacting the same point of the metal plate with the same velocity, with the increase of the metal plate length, the spring force and the energy ratio absorbed by the spring in the state of unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support both decrease gradually.
D. EFFECTS OF THE ELASTIC SUPPORT TO THE COAL GANGUE IMPACT CONTACT RESPONSE DIFFERENCES
Because of the different properties of the coal gangue, the contact mechanism and contact response are different when the metal plate is impacted. Define the spring stiffness k TD = K Coal = 5.11545×10 8 N/m 1.5 , the dynamic responses of the same mass and volume coal gangue impact the metal plates were analyzed.
According to Tables 1 and Eqs. (52)-(54), the minimum yield velocity of the particles under different conditions are shown in Table 5 .
From Table 5 , the minimum yield velocity of the selected coal in the paper is above 3 times of the gangue. When impacting the metal plate, the selected gangue in this paper is easier to reach the critical point of the elastic zone than that of the coal. The minimum yield velocity when three particles impacting the metal plate is 0.002683m/s. Take the impact velocity is 0.0025m/s, the compression deformation, the contact force, the impacted point's deflection curves of the metal plate and the energy conversion ratio curves are obtained and shown in Figure 17 (1)-(6) when above three particles impacts on the any axial position of the metal plate under different supporting states.
From the figures, for the three different supporting conditions, when impact on the same position of the metal plate with the same velocity, the maximum compression deformation of the gangue-rock with the same mass or the same size is far less than that of coal, while the maximum contact force and the deflection of the impacted point is far larger than that of coal. The ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the coal-rock sphere and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the coal-rock sphere when reach the compression limit are all large than that of gangue with the same mass or the same size, while the ratio of the energy absorbed by the bending deformation of the metal plate when coal-tock sphere impact is less than that of gangue. The maximum contact force, the maximum compression deformation, the maximum deflection of the metal plate impact point, the ratio of the rock absorbed and consumed total energy, and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate when the three types of coal gangue impacting the midpoint of the three different supporting forms metal plate are shown in Tables 6-8 .
By subtracting contact responses between the coal and the two type gangue in Tables 6-8, the differences between the contact response of the coal impact and the same mass or same volume gangue impact are obtained, as shown in Tables 9-10 .
From Tables 6-10 , when the metal plate axial midpoint is impacted, the differences of the maximum contact force and the energy ratio absorbed by the metal plate between the coal and the same mass or the same volume (same size) gangue under the bilateral fixed support are the largest, the differences of the above two responses under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support take the second place, and the differences of the above two responses under the bilateral elastic support are the least. The differences of the maximum total energy ratio absorbed by the rock between the coal and the same mass or the same volume (same size) gangue under the bilateral elastic support is the largest, the differences of the above response under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support take the second place, and the differences of the above response under the bilateral fixed support is the smallest. When the mass of the coal gangue are in the same, the differences of the maximum compression deformation between the coal and the same mass gangue under the bilateral fixed support are the largest, the differences of the above response under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support take the second place, and the differences of the above response under the bilateral elastic support are the least. When the size of the coal gangue are in the same, the differences of the maximum compression deformation between the coal and the same mass gangue under the bilateral elastic support are the largest, the differences of the above response under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support take the second place, and the differences of the above response under the bilateral fixed support are the least. Therefore, the elastic support and the increase of the elastic support end will reduce the difference of the maximum contact force and the energy ratio absorbed by the metal plate when coal gangue impact, increase the difference of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock, reduce the difference of the rock maximum compression deformation when same mass coal gangue impact, and increase the difference of the rock maximum compression deformation when same volume coal gangue impact. The impact point maximum deflection difference of the metal plate when coal gangue impact under the unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support is the largest, while the difference of the above response under the bilateral elastic support is the smallest. Due to the impact point deflection of the metal plate under the unilateral elastic and unilateral fixed support is composed by the deflection of the simply supported beam and the deflection of the cantilever beam, and the together compression of the both ends springs will absorb the system energy. Thus, with the increase of the elastic support ends, the impact point deflection difference of the metal plate does not change monotonously during the coal gangue impact. Figures 18-19 are the spring forces and the energy ratio absorbed by the spring in the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support conditions. With the change of the impact position, the variation trend of the spring force and the energy ratio absorbed by the spring when coal gangue impacting the metal plate is the same. When impacting the same position of the metal plate at the same velocity, the spring force generated by the coal impact under the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support is less than that of the same mass or same volume gangue. The ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring when the gangue with the same mass or the same volume impact on the same point of the metal plate is larger than that of the coal under the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support. When the three type of coal gangue impact the two different support form metal plate midpoint, the maximum spring force and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring are obtained as the Table 11 , the response differences of the springs when the same mass or size coal gangue respectively impact the metal plates are shown in Table 12 .
When the same mass or size coal gangue impacting the metal plate separately, the response difference of the left end single spring force under the bilateral elastic support is smaller than that of the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support, but the energy ratio absorbed by springs is larger than that of the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support. These indicate that the increase of the elastic support ends will increase the difference in the spring force under impact of coal gangue and decrease the difference in the energy ratio absorbed by the spring.
In the paper, the spring (i.e. the elastic support) is used to replace the prop and the tail beam jack, then we can speculate that the resulting response of the prop or the tail beam jack when coal gangue impacting the same position of the hydraulic powered support will also be different. Comprehensive analysis shows that coal-gangue identification is feasible according to the response differences such as the contact force, the metal plate deflection value and the changes of the hydraulic oil when coal gangue impact on the hydraulic powered support in top coal caving.
V. CONCLUSION
For further analysis of the collision contact behavior between coal gangue and the hydraulic support in top coal caving process, this paper simplified the impact collision behavior between the coal gangue particle and the different part of the hydraulic support to the coal gangue sphere vertical impact the bilateral fixed support, bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate system. Considering the energy absorbed and consumed by the sphere in the impact compression process, the energy absorbed by the deflection of the metal plate and the energy absorbed by the deformation of the metal plate, and with the aid of the Flores contact theory, the simply supported beam and the cantilever beam bending deformation theory, the constant stiffness spring compression deformation theory and the energy conservation law, this paper establish system impactcontact dynamic model when the spherical rock impact the any axial position of the bilateral fixed support, the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate. On the basis of the Drucker Prager criterion, we obtained the rock yield velocity model when the different support form metal plate is impacted. The influence of the elastic support, the impact position, the spring stiffness, and the metal plate length on the critical yield velocity and the system contact responses were studied. And the differences in the response when coal gangue impact were also analyzed. The following conclusions were obtained:
(1) When k TD = K Coal = 5.11545 × 10 8 N/m 1.5 , when the impact position changes from the left end of the metal plate to the right end, yield velocities of the Coal-Rock sphere and the Gangue-Rock sphere 1 all appears the approximate parabola form which increases first and then decreases. The rock minimum yield velocity appears at the left end of the plate (or appears at the both ends together), while the position where the maximum yield velocity appears close to the axial midpoint of the metal plate. The contact force, the rock compression deformation, the ratio of the rock total energy, and the ratio of the rock absorbed energy all appear the trend which decreases first and then increases. The minimum value of the above responses is close to the axial midpoint of the metal plate. The impact point deflection of the metal plate and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the bending deformation of the metal plate both appear the trend which increases first and then decreases. The left end spring force when impact the bilateral elastic support metal plate presents the decreases trend, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring decreases first and then increases, while its right end spring force and the spring force when impact the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate both present the increase trend. The energy absorbed by the spring under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support presents the increases trend.
(2) The elastic support at the end of the metal plate and the number of the elastic support end when the spherical rock impact the metal plate will increase the rock initial yield velocity. When the same coal-rock sphere impact the bilateral elastic support metal plate and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support metal plate, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring under the bilateral elastic support is larger than that of the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support. The exist of the elastic support will reduce the contact response such as the contact force, rock compression deformation, the metal plate impact point deflection, the rock total energy ratio, the rock absorbed energy ratio and the metal plate absorbed energy ratio.
(3) The changes of the spring stiffness will result in the shape changes of the rock yield velocity-impact position curve and the contact responses-impact position curves when impact the different position of the metal plate. With the increase of the spring stiffness, the rock yield velocity decreases when the same spherical rock impact the same position of the metal plate at the same velocity. The maximum contact force, the maximum compression deformation of the rock, the maximum spring force, the maximum ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock, and the maximum ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock under the bilateral elastic support and the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support all increase, while the maximum ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring decline. The impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate under the bilateral elastic support gradually increase with the increase of the spring stiffness. The impact point deflection of the metal plate under the unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support decreases gradually, the ratio of the total energy absorbed by the metal plate decreases first and then increases with the increase of the spring stiffness.
(4) When the same spherical rock impact the same position of the metal plate at the same velocity, with the increase of the metal plate length, the rock yield velocity decreases. the system maximum contact force, the maximum compression deformation of the spherical rock, the ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock as well as the ratio of the energy absorbed by the rock gradually decrease, while the impact point maximum deflection of the metal plate and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate increase gradually. The spring force at the left end of bilateral elastic support state increases gradually, while the spring force at its right end decreases gradually, the ratio of the total energy absorbed by the spring increases first and then decreases. The spring force and the energy ratio absorbed by the spring in the state of unilateral elastic unilateral fixed support both decrease gradually.
(5) When impact the same position of the metal plate at the same velocity, the maximum compression deformation, the ratio of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the same mass or volume (size) gangue-rock sphere and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the gangue -rock sphere all are far less than that of the coal, while the maximum contact force, the deflection of the impacted point, the ratio of the energy absorbed by the metal plate, the spring force and the ratio of the energy absorbed by the spring is larger than that of the coal. The elastic support and the increase of the elastic support end will reduce the difference of the maximum contact force and the energy ratio absorbed by the metal plate when the same mass or the same volume coal gangue impact, increase the difference of the total energy absorbed and consumed by the rock, reduce the difference of the rock maximum compression deformation when same mass coal gangue impact, and increase the difference of the rock maximum compression deformation when same volume coal gangue impact. And the increase of the elastic support ends will increase the difference in the spring force during the coal gangue impact and decrease the difference in the energy ratio absorbed by the spring.
The conclusions in this paper will supply theoretical references for calculating the initial yield velocity of rock under different impact conditions, and provide theory model for the contact response when the any axial position of the thin plate is vertically impacted. In addition, this paper will support a theoretical basis for studying the contact problem of the rock impact on the fixed support metal plate, the elastic support metal plate and the rigid-flexible combination support metal plate, and lay a theoretical foundation for further study on the contact-impact behavior between coal gangue granule and the hydraulic support in the top coal caving process. In the future work, in consideration of the deflection towards the width B of the metal plate, the finite element theory can be introduced into the construction and solution for the dynamic model where the metal plate is impacted by the rock sphere. By dividing the metal plate into the small size meshes, the macroscopic deformation and microscopic deformation of the metal plate would be considered comprehensively when the metal plate is impacted by particles, so as to achieve the more accurate calculation of the contact responses.
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